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Real-Time Data Integration 
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A leading integration solution provider, KingswaySoft, has launched a new product offering real-time data integration for 

businesses that require instantaneous data across all applications. Integration Gateway allows developers to setup webhook 

listeners to receive messages from modern cloud applications, and publish them to one or more message queues or file 

system. From there developers can trigger further integrations by pushing the data to its final destination, such as using a SSIS 

task, or anything that can receive messages from a queue and further process them. 
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How Does Integration Gateway Work? 

Apps publish changes through webhooks. Integration Gateway works as a hub between webhooks and message queues or 

file systems and publishes received webhook messages to a message queue or file system in real-time. Real-time integration is 

finally done by having a listener service that monitors the message queue or file system and pushes the messages to their final 

destinations. The listener service can be a SSIS package that uses a combination of Premium Queue Message task and other 

components offered by KingswaySoft or any other equivalent solutions. 

Click here to see how you can, for instance, integrate HubSpot with Microsoft Dynamics 365 CE/CRM in real-time. 

Why Use Integration Gateway ? 

Perform Real-Time Data Integration 

Publish immediately to message queues and 
file systems when Integration Gateway 
receives a notification from your online 
services.  

Set and Forget 

As a Windows Service, Integration Gateway 
will run automatically at boot and will 
continue to do so regardless if a user is 
logged in.  

Connect to Any Online Service 

Connect Integration Gateway with any 
modern cloud applications via webhooks.  

No More Schedules 

Skip the schedule and batch processes and 
have Integration Gateway run when the 
data changes.  

Always Listening 

With webhooks, Integration Gateway 
continually monitors online applications for 
any change in data. 

Keep Your Data Local 

Retain control of your data with Integration 
Gateway running on your local system.  

Reach out to KingswaySoft’s Authorized Partner to see how your business can benefit from Integration Gateway. 
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https://www.kingswaysoft.com/products/integration-gateway
http://www.kingswaysoft.com/blog/2020/06/23/Real-Time-Integration-HubSpot-to-Dynamics-CECRM

